Retrofit - MD Platform
Maximize energy output and extend turbine lifetime for
MD70/77, S70/S77, FD70/77 & FUH MD70/77
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Retrofit MD Platform
Maximize energy output and extend turbine lifetime.

MD Retrofit at a Glance
Introducing the WP3x00 MK II controller retrofit that offers a
safe and effective way of upgrading the MD control platform to
modern standards. The kit features plug-and-play installation
with minimal downtime, optimized O&M, full remote control,
full data access and options to increase the annual output using
modern advanced control.
Developed in cooperation with leading service providers, and
using the latest state-of-the-art software and hardware
innovations, the system is designed for life extension and quick
return on investment with low initial investment, low operational
costs and maximum performance.

Modern Technology
The retrofit utilizes the high performance WP3x00 MK II controller
platform, which is also used for new multi MW turbines. This
enables existing MD turbines to benefit from the latest hardware
and software innovations.
The retrofit adds advanced aerodynamic control algorithms
in order to ensure higher availability and a more smooth and
effective control.
Park control, remote control, service and access to data is also
up-to-date with Internet enabled access via 3G/4G and DSL
connections.

Key Benefits:

›		Full MD Range Solution:

		
MD70/77, S70/S77, FD70/77 and FUH MD70/77.

›		Increased AEP:

		 Up to 4% more AEP using Advanced modern
		 Control Technology.

›		Lifetime Extension:

		 Easy to upgrade, access to spare parts, reduced
		 O&M, and increased AEP.

›		Improved O&M Efficiency:

		 Remote and local service with intuitive service tools
		 and preventive maintenance functions. Up to 5
		 years guarantee on parts.

›		Higher Availability:

		 Preventive maintenance functions and extended
		 operational temperature range etc.

›		Easy Installation:

		 WP3x00 plug compatible and only 1 day of
		 expected turbine downtime for installation.

›		Full Data Access:

		 Full access to all operational data using modern
		 open communication standards and formats.

›		Remote Control:

		 Turbines can be remotely parameterized, operated
		 and power controlled over the Internet or via
		 optional park control system.

Technical Overview

Mita-Teknik WP3x00

Mita-Teknik WP3x00 MK II

CPU

H8 Based

ARM Cortex™- A8
720 MHz

Higher performance enabling low-level calculations
and advanced turbine control.

Flash Disk

Up to 2MByte Internal with
battery backup

512 MByte internal, external up to
2 TByte, no batteries needed

More space for production and other data. No
exchange of batteries needed.

Expansion options

Limited due to rack

Additional free I/O and
expandable via external modules

More I/O options added. Communication and I/O can
be extended externally for future upgrades, like e.g.
power converter and oil surveillance etc.

Communication

Serial up to 38400 bps over
RS232, Fiber and ArcNet

Up to 1Gb Ethernet copper or fiber,
CAN(1Mbit ) and Serial up to 230.4
kBaud

Faster and more versatile communications using
modern standards and multi connectivity.

Display

Alphanumeric

Graphical Touch

Better overview for owner and service personnel.

Control SW

Std. OEM Control

Modern Advanced Control

Stable and high production with advanced
temperature and air pressure based torque control.
More effective over speed prevention and yaw
control.

O/S

None

Multitasking WP1x0 OS

Enables more logging and additional programs like
e.g. protocols and site-specific controls without
affecting the basic turbine software.

Service Functions

Local via display

Remote and Local

Service functions are available via PC, iPad and
display over wired and wireless options.

Hardware

Software

External Communication and Options
Remote Control and Support

Local via display
Limited remote via telecom

Natively Supported

Remote firmware and parameter upload, remote
display, and multiple concurrent user support.

Data Access

Limited

Multiple Options

Multiple concurrent access to all available turbine
data over open protocols like e.g.: OPC DA, MODBUS
TCP, OpenMPP, IEC61400-25 MMS, Txt/Excel files
etc.

3G/4G & DSL Connectivity

PSTN

Multiple Options

Enables always-online fast, reliable and cost
effective communication over 3G/4G & DSL lines.

Condition Monitoring

Not available

Optional

Full drivetrain surveillance including main bearing,
gearbox and generator bearings. Services include
installation, surveillance, basic and experts reporting.

SCADA

WPMS/Gateway

Multiple Options

Access to all data and remote start/stop via multiple
SCADA solutions like e.g.:
- Direct access to controller web interfaces
- MiScout Enterprise
- Miscout Cloud
- MiConnect App Diagnostic Tool
- Integration into 3rd party via data access protocols

Park Control

Master Turbine and
IC500 Park Master

Multiple Options

Full park control inclusive:
- Start/stop control
- Park Power regulation
- CosPhi Park regulation
- Utility interfaces/protocols
- Substation control

Display
WP3x00 Controller

Diagnostic tool - MiConnect App
Display

MiScout SCADA

WP-Line 111 MK II

Easy Installation
To minimize risk and reduce installation time, the MD retrofit is
designed to be plug compatible with the original WP3x00 controller
system. The system comes with a step-by-step installation
manual that ensures minimal downtime for the asset.
Lifetime Extension
By improving spare parts availability and integrating advanced
controls that ensures a smoother turbine operation, which
reduces loads and therefore positively impacts the turbines
mechanical components, the lifetime of the asset can be greatly
extended.

Improved O&M Efficiency
Using the joint experiences from multiple service teams, the MD
retrofit is optimized for quick and easy remote and field service
tasks. Local and remote access to all operational data, operating
parameters and built in component surveillance allows teams
to proactively solve problems remotely with faster reaction
times. The system uses graphical intuitive menus for operation,
as well as specific service functions that are made available in
display, service PC and on wireless devices that allows freedom
of movement inside the turbine.

Designed for minimum 20 years of operation, improved access
to spare parts and options to increase availability, power output
and guarantee up to 5 years for parts, the certainty of your
business case is ensured for many years to come.

Prepared for the Future
The MD retrofit system is fully prepared for easy hardware and
software extensions, as well as interfacing to new sensors and
e.g. power inverters for future grid compliance or regulations.
This allows upgrading the solution according to changes in
market parameters.

Full Remote Control & Data Access

Maximum Availability

The MD retrofit solution enables full remote control and fast
access to all operational data over modern protocols within a
single turbine as well as in complete parks.

The MD retrofit has been designed for maximum availability
and outstanding performance according to standards used in
offshore wind. The system operates at extended temperature
range, making it possible to operate the turbine for longer in
both hot and cold climates without having to rely on external
heating/cooling systems. The system proactively monitors
system components in order to issue warnings so that problems
can be detected and solved before breakdowns occur.

Tasks that previously required on-site presence can now be
performed remotely. For multiple turbines, centralized Park
Power Management with interfaces to utilities and advanced
start/stop and power regulation is available.

Easy Installation & Minimal Downtime
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›
›

WP3x00 plug-and-play controller
Graphic touch or text display
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›
›

WP-Line 111 or WP-Line 511
Graphic touch or text display
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›
›
›

Increased AEP and reduced O&M costs
Low initial investment
Fast return of investment

4

›
›

Developed together with leading ISPs
Multiple installations performed

Increase AEP with new Advanced Control
The WP3x00 MK II MD retrofit comes with software that uses new
modern advanced control to improve the performance of the asset.
By optimizing turbine control parameters and aerodynamic
performance, the annual power production of the MD wind turbines
can be enhanced by up to 4%*.
Optimal Year Round Production
The MD fleet was to big extent designed to work with fixed and
static parameters based on yearly “best average” values. During
the year, the content of energy in the wind varies greatly and the
fixed parameters is therefore not always optimal. The new MK II
controller dynamically calculates and applies the optimal control
parameters based on e.g. blade profiles, air density and outdoor
temperature to ensure the turbine reaches year round maximum
possible performance.
Higher Availability at Low Wind Conditions
The MK II uses aerodynamic tracking software that ensures that
the turbine is ready to produce and utilize maximum performance
of the blades to produce energy at low wind speeds. The updated
software also allows the turbine to stay longer grid connected thus
having more time for energy production.

*) The applicability of advanced features and actual AEP gain depends on actual turbine 		
configuration and site conditions.

Increased Sub-rated Power Production
Most of the turbines are placed in IEC class II to III sites (low to
medium average wind speed) and the MK II software is therefore
highly optimized to gain maximum energy here. By using mechanical
losses modelling, outdoor temperature and blade aerodynamics the
MK II controller dynamically adjust the torque so that maximum
power is assured without destabilizing the rotational ability of the
rotor.
Stable Rated Output with Less Loads
When the turbine reaches close to nominal power, the pitch system
needs to work fast and hard to keep the output stable. The MK II
utilizes advanced power control algorithms that uses a combination
of torque and pitching to keep the output stable at rated when the
wind fluctuates and internal motors and heating/cooling systems
start and stop.
Pitch movements are kept at minimum and excessive power dips
are prevented thus drivetrain loads and pitch wear and tear are kept
at a minimum.
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